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November 12, 2015 

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING 

Mr. Daniel P. Wolf 

Executive Secretary 

Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 

121 7
th

 Place East, Suite 350

St. Paul, Minnesota 55101-2147 

RE: Petition for Change in Contract Demand Entitlement 

Docket No. G022/M-15-285 

Dear Mr. Wolf: 

The above-identified matter will be considered by the Commission at its November 19, 2015 hearing.  

Greater Minnesota Gas, Inc. (“GMG”) appreciates the input provided by both the Department and 

Commission Staff in this docket.  In light of information provided in the Commission Staff’s Briefing 

Papers filed this morning, GMG believes that some responsive and illustrative information will assist the 

Commission in being fully prepared to consider the issue next week and will clarify some apparent 

confusion.  Accordingly, GMG respectfully requests that the information included herewith be 

considered.  This letter addresses four main areas:  GMG’s planning and projections have resulted in 

relatively flat demand costs over time; GMG has met its commitment to the Commission to ensure 

adequate reserve margins given its growth; GMG’s contract demand entitlement is warranted from a long-

term holistic perspective; and, GMG clarifies actual customer count versus use of customer equivalent 

(“CE”) modeling. 

First, as the graph in Attachment A demonstrates, GMG’s demand entitlement cost per therm has 

essentially remained flat over the last four years, despite its substantial system growth and increased 

demand entitlement.  The November, 2015 rate identified on the graph includes all costs associated with 

GMG’s proposed demand entitlement for the 2015-2016 heating season.  Attachment A illustrates that 

GMG’s ratepayers are not being adversely affected by GMG’s contract demand entitlement levels; and, 

given the security that GMG’s demand entitlement level provides to its customers, its ratepayers have 

actually benefitted from its demand entitlement planning over time. 

Second, GMG’s demand entitlement level assures that there is adequate reserve margin for its customers.  

For several years, the Commission and the Department have identified concerns that GMG might not 

have sufficient reserve to provide enough firm load to meet its customers’ needs given GMG’s substantial 

growth.  When considering GMG’s demand entitlement petitions for the 2012-13 and the 2013-14 heating 

seasons, the Department explained its concerns in detail.  As a result of the Department’s expressed 

concerns, GMG met with Department staff on August 1, 2013 as it was developing its contract demand 

proposal for the then-approaching heating season.  The concerns about balancing projected growth with 

firm supply were weighed by all involved.  When those dockets were considered by the Commission at its 
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April 24, 2014 meeting, substantial discussion was had regarding the impact of projected growth on 

GMG’s reserve margin because the Department was troubled that GMG had underestimated its growth 

and ultimately had too narrow a reserve as a practical matter. At that meeting, Department representative 

Adam Heinen responded to a question from Commissioner Lipschultz about GMG’s underestimate of its 

growth for the 2012-2013 heating season; and, Mr. Heinen stated that, “If they [GMG] had a reasonable 

suspicion that this [very substantial growth] might happen, then I would certainly have wanted to see 

those projections put into the filing.”  The Department proposed that GMG file its petition for demand 

entitlement early in the year based on its reasonably projected growth; but, if additional capacity was 

necessary, GMG would supplement its filing and request additional capacity at the beginning of 

November. GMG made a commitment to the Department and the Commission that it would ensure 

sufficient reserve was available despite making its demand entitlement filings earlier in the year.  

In the instant docket, GMG filed its Petition based on its planned and reasonable growth projections. Its 

Petition was based on projects and growth consistent with those on which its capital structure proposal 

was predicated; and, the growth projections were reasonably supported by GMG’s market and project 

research.  Growth and economic forecasting is not an exact science, and GMG uses the best information 

available to it at the time to make its projections. GMG’s modeling that supported its contract demand 

entitlement level in the instant docket was precisely what Mr. Heinen requested: projections based on 

GMG’s reasonable suspicion about its growth.  Moreover, GMG plans to add approximately 1,000 CEs in 

2016; and, GMG will analyze whether it needs to add additional contract or can maintain its current 

contract demand level for next year based, in part, on actual usage from the current heating season.  With 

respect to the requests for additional information identified on page 7 of the Briefing Papers, GMG offers 

the following: 

 GMG believes that it did not reach its projected growth due, in large part to a combination of

two factors. First, propane prices decreased to their lowest level in recent years and a number

of conversion customers opted to wait to obtain gas service until after the main installation

was complete rather than facing conversion during the heating season.  Second, significant

levels of rain in the Mankato area delayed some new construction that, consequently, affected

the number of actual new customers in that area.

 As discussed in more detail below and throughout this docket, GMG’s projected customer

increase reflected CEs.  GMG added approximately 1,450 CEs so far this year.  GMG

anticipates adding approximately 1,000 CEs during 2016; so, to the extent that there is excess

contract, new CEs in 2016 will exceed that amount and GMG will likely be required to take

additional contract to meet its reserve margin needs next year.

 GMG’s firm customers include residential, commercial, and industrial customers.

 GMG’s use of CEs is explained in various places throughout this docket and others, including

later herein.  It is important that GMG utilize CEs for its modeling and forecasting because,

given its small size and relative infancy of system and growth, there can be significant

variations in use and, therefore, impact on modeling, based on customer type.  The use of

CEs has allowed GMG to improve its accuracy for financial and growth modeling purposes.

GMG’s business decisions are also based on industry factors.  GMG promised the Commission and the 

Department that it would ensure the existence of an adequate reserve margin. Consequently, it is 

incumbent on GMG to consider transport availability when making contract decisions.  For example, 

GMG considers changes in available pipeline capacity which can be very limited or not available.  

Northern Natural Gas currently has virtually no capacity, as reflected in Attachment B, which is taken 

from Northern Natural’s website regarding capacity availability.  Similarly, during late 2014, Viking had 
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virtually no capacity available to contract for because it had to decrease its pressure due to pipeline 

operating restrictions. As explained in GMG’s prior filings, when Viking posted an open season for a 

very short three day window in late January, 2015, after PHMSA lifted its restrictions, as shown in 

Attachment C, GMG opted to act. GMG made a determination, based on its reasonable projections at the 

time, to acquire contract on the high side, knowing that the availability to adjust upward may not be an 

option as the heating season approached.  Since Viking capacity trades at about 80% of the cost of 

Northern Natural Gas capacity, GMG opted to protect its customers—both in terms of reliability and 

affordability—and to maintain its commitment to the Commission to ensure sufficient reserve despite 

high growth projections by taking extra contract when it was available.  

Third, GMG’s contract demand entitlement level is appropriate, both from short-term and long-terms 

perspectives.  As GMG indicated in its October 29, 2015 letter, its CEs additions were calculated as of 

October 23, 2015.  Since that time, GMG has added approximately 20 additional CEs; and GMG 

estimates that it will ultimately fall approximately 300 CEs short of its original projection.  Staff noted 

that GMG did not provide an estimated timeline as to when the new CEs will go in service. The vast 

majority of GMG’s new CEs come from conversion customers. It is difficult to predict precisely when 

conversion customers will begin burning gas. Some have already converted and others are using up the 

propane that they have left in their tanks before they convert. Nonetheless, for design day calculation 

purposes, GMG must assume that all new customers will be burning gas in order to ensure sufficient 

capacity is obtained.  GMG believes that from a long-term perspective, given its continued growth and 

tight pipeline availability, having a higher reserve margin is warranted to ensure that GMG’s firm 

customers have sufficient gas supply in the event that a design day weather event occurs. 

Finally, it seems that there is some confusion regarding GMG’s use of CEs in its modeling. GMG 

employs the use of CEs for all of its modeling, as has been illuminated in this docket as well as numerous 

previous dockets.  GMG’s October 29, 2015 letter included both actual customer additions and CE 

additions for one reason only. The Commission’s September 23, 2015 Order required GMG to file an 

informational letter identifying the total number of new customers for 2015 and its impact on GMG’s 

estimated reserve margin. As directed, GMG provided the actual number of new customers.  In addition, 

however, as explained in that letter, because GMG uses CEs in its modeling, GMG included information 

about the number of new CEs, believing that it would provide the Commission with consistency for 

comparative purposes.  The earlier filings in this docket were predicated on CEs, as identified in 

Attachment C (Petition at page 6; Comments at page 14; Briefing Papers for September 17, 2015 meeting 

at page 8).  GMG was doing its best to be responsive to the Commission’s prior order by identifying 

actual customers, but also to aid in comparative analysis by providing CE analysis consistent with its 

modeling and forecasting already in the record. GMG certainly did not intend to misdirect anyone’s 

analysis and it apologizes for any confusion that Staff may have had with regard to GMG’s use of CEs. 

GMG remains steadfast in its belief that its current demand entitlement level is appropriate, given the 

totality of the circumstances. Nonetheless, in the event that the Commission wishes to engage in further 

consideration of whether its proposed reserve margin is appropriate, GMG is hopeful that it would be able 

to receive clear guidance from the Commission within the next two to three months before decisions 

about additional contract demand entitlement need to be made. 

GMG respectfully requests that the Commission find that GMG’s contract demand entitlement and 

reserve margin are appropriate and that it refrain from making any changes to its September 23, 2015 

Order. 
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All individuals identified on the attached service list have been electronically served with a copy 

of this letter.  Thank you for your assistance. Please do not hesitate to contact me should you 

have any questions or concerns or if you require additional information. My direct dial number is  

(507) 665-8657 and my email address is kanderson@greatermngas.com. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

GREATER MINNESOTA GAS, INC. 

 

/s/ 

Kristine A. Anderson 

Corporate Attorney 

 

cc: Service List 

 



Attachment A
Demand Cost of Gas per Therm



Attachment B
Transporation Availability



From: vgtemailprod@oneok.com [maill : gt rnailprod@oneok.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 4:04 PM 
To: Greg Palmer 
Subject: Non-Critical, TSP Cap Offer, 2015/01/26, VGT, 609166673 

Title: Open Season currently available capacity begining February 1, 2015 

Notice Status: Initiate 
Notice Effective Date/Time: 26-JAN-l 5 
Notice End Date/Time: 28-FEB- l 5 
Critical Notice: No 
Notice Type: TSP Cap Offer 

Notice Text: Viking Gas Transmission Company, L.L.C. (Viking) is posting Firm capacity under Rate 
Schedule FT-A. This is currently available capacity not subject to a Right of First Refusal which was 
previously restricted by the reduction in the Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP) directed 
by the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA). Viking anticipates the 
PHMSA MAOP restriction to be removed and operational adjustments completed to allow for the return 
to service of the capacity noted below by 9:00 a.m. CCT, Thursday, January 29, 2015. The availability of 
the capacity for Firm Schedule FT-A service subscription pursuant to this open season is contingent on 
the PHMSA MAOP restriction being lifted as anticipated and the completion of required operational 
adjustments to execute returning to 877 MAOP. 

Rate Schedule: FT-A 
Available Maximum Daily Quantity: 40,121 Dth/d 
Term: Beginning February l, 2015 
Primary Rec. Point: Any 
Primary Del. Point: Any 
Reservation Rate: Rates up to maximum, pursuant to Rate Schedule FT-A of Viking's tariff. 

The available ca1>.acity described above will be subject to an open bidding process. Bids for the Firm 
capacity described above will be accepted beginning 9:00 a.m. CCT, Tuesday, January 27, 2015 and 
ending at 5:00 .m. CCT, Thursday, January 29, 2015 . Bids for this capacity will be accepted via email 
to a Commercial representatives listed below. 

Viking will award capacity based on Net Present Value (NPV) calculation pursuant to Viking's FERC 
Gas Tariff General Terms & Conditions subsection 22.7. In the event equal NPV bids are received, 
Viking will allocate capacity on a pro-rata basis. A Snipper must indicate in its bid whether it is willing 
to accept a lesser quantity in the event such capacity is awarded on apro-rata basis due to equal bids. 

Although Viking does not anticipate a change in timing for the subject service availability, shippers 
submitting a bid for capacity acknowledge that the start date of service may be delayed in the event the 
anticipated removal of the PHMSA MAOP restriction and o erational adjustments are delayed beyond 
9:00 a.m. CCT February 1, 2015. Shippers submitting a bid agree to a start date as of the date the 
capacity becomes available if such date is delayed beyond 9:00 a.m. CCT February l, 2015. 

Questions concerning this posting may be directed to the following Viking representatives: 

Kyle Keener: (918) 591-5074 or Kyle.Keener@oneok.com 
Kurt Wood: (918) 591-5077 or Kurtis.Wood@oneok.com 
Glen Richars : (918) 591-5171 or Glen.Richars@oneok.com 

Attachment C
Notification Regarding Viking Open Season



Attachment D 
References to CEs in Filings














